The report of the Market Misconduct Tribunal into dealings
in the shares of Mirabell International Holdings Limited on and between
18 February 2008 and 22 February 2008

Part II : A report pursuant to section 252(3)(c) of the Securities and
Futures Ordinance, Cap 571.
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Chapter 7

A DETERMINATION OF THE AMOUNT OF THE PROFIT
GAINED IN THE SALE OF MIRABELL SHARES

The amount of the profit gained as a result of the market misconduct.
184.

To assist the Tribunal in its determination of “the amount of any profit

gained … as a result of the market misconduct” the Tribunal received a
statement from Mr Shek Kam Por, a Director of the Enforcement Division of the
SFC, dated 21 September 2010 1 . The Tribunal treated him as an expert and
accepted his opinion as to when it was that the market had fully digested and
absorbed the relevant information, namely the announcement of the suspension
of trading in the shares of Belle and Mirabell at their joint announcement of a
possible voluntary conditional cash offer for the shares of Mirabell.
185.

As noted at paragraph 28 of Part I of our report, Mr Zhang bought a total

of 182,000 Mirabell shares in his HSBC account on 21 and 22 February 2008.
He sold those shares in two tranches : 50,000 shares on 10 March 2008 at $5.80
per share and 132,000 shares at $5.83 per share on 21 April 2008.
186.

There is no dispute that, the shares of the two companies having been

suspended prior to the opening of trading on 25 February 2008 and the joint
announcement having been published on 28 February 2008, the relevant
information was in the public domain before trading resumed in the shares of
Mirabell on 29 February 2008.

1

Appendix 3.
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187.

In his report, Mr Shek expressed the opinion that, in response to

dissemination of the relevant information, the shares of Mirabell rose 12.48% to
close at $5.86 on a turnover of 3,470,000 shares on 29 February 2008 2 . On the
following day of trading, namely 3 March 2009, Mr Shek noted that the price of
Mirabell shares closed down 0.68% at $5.82 on a turnover of 1,006,000 shares.
He noted that on 4 March 2008 the turnover in Mirabell shares shrank sharply to
378,000 shares. There was no other price sensitive announcement made by
Mirabell in that period.
188.

In Mr Shek’s opinion, having regard to the increased turnover in the

shares of Mirabell on the two trading days after the dissemination of the relevant
information and the comparatively low turnover thereafter, the relevant
information was :
“fully digested and absorbed by the investing public by the close of business
on 3 March 2008 and reflected in the price and volume movement.”.

The Tribunal accepts that opinion.
189.

It follows that the sale of the Mirabell shares by Mr Zhang in his

account on 10 March and 21 April 2008 occurred beyond the period when the
relevant information had been not only disseminated but also fully absorbed and
reflected in a re-rated price of Mirabell shares. The Tribunal accepts and acts
upon the Chairman’s direction in law that, in those circumstances, that the profit
attributable to the insider dealing is a “notional” profit to be calculated as the
difference between the purchase price of the shares and the value of those shares
as measured by the re-rated trading price, namely when the information was
made public and the market at a reasonable opportunity to digest the
information. 3

2
3

Appendix 4 - Stock Historical Data : Mirabell and HSI, 1February - 30 April 2008.
See the judgment of Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead NPJ in the Court of Final Appeal in Insider Dealing
Tribunal v Shek Mei Ling (1999) 2 HKCFAR 205 at 211 C-D).
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190.

In performing that calculation, Mr Shek determined the 2-day weighted

average price, namely the total monetary turnover of those shares divided by the
number of shares traded on 29 February and 3 March 2008, which he found to
be $5.83.
191.

In calculating the arithmetic difference between the purchase price and

the sale price, Mr Shek took into account the various elements of the costs of
those sales. He determined the “notional” profit gained to be $74,473.55. 4 We
accept that evidence.

CONCLUSION
192.

Accordingly, in answering the issue posed by section 252(3)(c) of the

Ordinance, the Tribunal determines that the profit gained in Mr Zhang’s account
with HSBC as a result of the market misconduct was $74,473.55.

4

Appendix 5 - Computation of Net Profit Gained.
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Chapter 8

ORDERS

The submissions of and/or on behalf of the Specified Persons.
193.

Neither Ms Liu Yan Yan nor Mr Zhang attended the hearing held on 8

October 2010. Further, neither of them were represented or made any written
submissions to the Tribunal. By a letter dated 21 September 2010, Messrs CL
Chow & Macksion Chan informed the Tribunal they had ceased to act for Ms
LiuYan Yan that day.

The submissions of the Presenting Officer.
194.

The Tribunal received written submissions from the Presenting Officer.

In particular, he submitted that, in light of the Tribunal’s findings made in Part I
of its report, there was no evidence pointing to Ms Liu Yan Yan having made
any personal profit from the insider dealing of Mr Zhang, which was a prerequisite for an order of disgorgement of the Tribunal pursuant to 257(1)(d) of
the Ordinance.

Costs and expenses.
195.

The Presenting Officer invited the Tribunal to make an order in respect

of costs and expenses of the Government 5 and the SFC 6 as reasonably incurred
as permitted under section 257(1)(e) and (f). Further, he submitted that those
costs and expenses ought to be shared equally between Mr Zhang and Ms
LiuYanYan, save in respect of the costs and expenses of service of material on
Mr Zhang in Beijing. 7

5
6
7

Part I - $673,231.00; Part II - $21,656.00.
$244,586.06.
$16,674.97.
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A CONSIDERAT ION OF THE APPROPRIATE ORDERS.
The nature of insider dealing.
196.

As Sir Anthony Mason NPJ observed in his judgment in the Court of

Final Appeal in Koon Wing Yee v Insider Dealing Tribunal [2008] 11 HKCFAR
170 at page 190, paragraph 45 :
“Insider dealing is an ‘insidious mischief’ which threatens the integrity of
commercial markets and public investor confidence in the markets.”.

He went on to note (paragraph 46) :
“That insider dealing amounts to very serious misconduct admits of no doubt.
It is a species of dishonest misconduct.”.

Those observations were echoed in by Judge LCJ in the judgment of the Court
of Appeal of England and Wales in R v McQuoid 8 . In particular, he noted :
“The principles of confidentiality and trust, which are essential to the
operations of the commercial world, are betrayed and public confidence in the
integrity of the system which is essential to its proper function is undermined
by market abuse.”.

The culpability of the Specified Persons.
197.

Clearly, by her conduct Ms Liu Yan Yan was in gross breach of the trust

reposed in her by Norton Rose. She had been entrusted to work in the small
team within Norton Rose on the proposed conditional general offer by Belle to
acquire all the shares of Mirabell. Although it was not intended that she obtain
that specific information, as someone working in that small team clearly it was
intended that she keep that information confidential were she to discover it in
the course of her work. She did not do so. Rather, she disclosed it to Mr Zhang.
For his part, Mr Zhang used the information to profit personally by buying
Mirabell shares. Having done so, he failed in his duty to his employers to report
that fact.

8

[2009] EWCA Crim 1301 Paragraphs 8 and 9.
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198.

On the material available to the Tribunal, it is apparent that both Ms Liu

Yan Yan and Mr Zhang ceased to reside in Hong Kong and returned to the
Mainland soon after having been interviewed by the SFC. It appears that now
both reside separately in Beijing.

A disgorgement order.
199.

Section 257(1)(d) of the Ordinance requires that an order of

disgorgement of the profit gained may only be made in respect of :
“profit gained … by the person as a result of the market misconduct in
question.”.

We have found that there is no evidence that Ms Liu Yan Yan gained any of that
profit. Rather, the profit was gained by Mr Zhang. Accordingly, such an order
may be made against only Mr Zhang.

Orders in respect of “costs and expenses” of the Government and/or the SFC.
200.

Although Mr Zhang did not participate at all in these proceedings,

clearly the costs and expenses incurred by the SFC and the Government
incidental to the investigation into these events and in respect of the preliminary
proceedings before the Tribunal ought to be borne equally by Ms Liu Yan Yan
and Mr Zhang. By contrast, a substantial majority of the substantive hearing, at
which oral evidence was led and submissions made, related to Ms Liu Yan Yan
only. Similarly, a substantial majority of the time taken up in the consideration
of the material received by the Tribunal, as reflected in its report, was taken up
in respect of the case relevant to Ms Liu Yan Yan only. Taking a broad brush
approach we take a ratio of ⅔ (Ms Liu Yan Yan) : ⅓ (Mr Zhang) of those costs
and expenses.
201.

Although the Tribunal invited the Presenting Officer to produce a core

bundle of documents for use in the substantive hearing, we are satisfied that it
84

would not be appropriate to require the Specified Persons to be ordered to
contribute to all of those related costs. In the event, the so-called “Core Bundle”
consisted of no less than five box files of documents which replicated to about ⅓
the volume of documents already produced. The material documents
appropriately incorporated in a core bundle would not have occupied half of one
box file. We reduce the order in favour of the Government commensurately.

The costs and expenses of the Tribunal.
202.

In common with the determinations of other Tribunals we are satisfied

that it is appropriate to incorporate costs and expenses of the Tribunal 9 itself in
the order in favour of the Government.
ORDERS. 10
In respect of Ms Liu Yan Yan.
203.

(i)

pursuant to section 257(1)(e) of the Ordinance, we order that Ms
Liu Yan Yan pay the Government $1,021,493.16 in respect of its
costs and expenses;

(ii)

pursuant to section 257(1)(f) of the Ordinance, we order that Ms
Liu Yan Yan pay the Securities and Futures Commission
$137,184.93 in respect of its costs and expenses; and

(iii)

pursuant to section 257(1)(g) of the Ordinance, we order that the
Law Society of Hong Kong be recommended to take disciplinary
action against Ms Liu Yan Yan.

9
10

$897,585.43.
Appendix 6 – Division of Costs and Expenses.
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In respect of Mr Zhang Bi Jia
204.

(i)

pursuant to section 257(1)(d) of the Ordinance, we order that Mr
Zhang Bi Jia pay the Government $74,473.55, being his profit
gained by the market misconduct;

(ii)

pursuant to section 257(1)(e) of the Ordinance, we order that Mr
Zhang Bi Jia pay the Government $534,783.60 in respect of its
costs and expenses;

(iii)

pursuant to section 257(1)(f) of the Ordinance, we order that Mr
Zhang Bi Jia pay the Securities and Futures Commission
$107,401.13 in respect of its costs and expenses;

(iv)

pursuant to section 257(1)(g) for the Ordinance, we order that the
Securities and Futures Commission be recommended to take
disciplinary action against Mr Zhang Bi Jia; and

(v)

pursuant to section 259 of the Ordinance, we order that Mr Zhang
Bi Jia pay the Government compound interest on the sum of
$74,473.55 calculated at one year the rests from 4 March 2008, at
the rate from time to time applicable to judgment debts under
section 49 of the High Court Ordinance, Cap 4.

Witness expenses.
205.

Pursuant to section 260(1)(a) of the Ordinance we order payment of
$223.50 to Mr Teddy Lau Ping Yiu for costs reasonably incurred by him
in attending the proceedings as a witness.
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Chapter 9

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

Directions.
206.

We direct the Presenting Officer to cause the orders of the Tribunal in

favour of the Government and the SFC to be registered in the Court of First
Instance, pursuant to section 264(1) of the Ordinance. We direct the Secretary
of the Tribunal to provide the Law Society of Hong Kong with a copy of our
report.

Hearings of the Tribunal.
207.

The Tribunal conducted public hearings on the following dates :
(i)

preliminary hearings : 5 and 20 May, and 25 June 2010.

(ii)

substantive hearings : Part I 11 - 20 to 23, 26 to 29 July and 11
August 2010.
Part II - 8 October 2010.

Representation.
208.

(i)

Mr Peter Ip was the Presenting Officer until 28 May 2010, when
he was replaced by Mr Edwin Choy, who acted as the Presenting
Officer thereafter;

(ii)

Ms Liu Yan Yan - Messrs CL Chow & Macksion Chan acted for
Ms Liu from 12 May to 21 September 2010 and instructed Mr MJ
Kenny to appear on her behalf at all the hearings commencing 20
May and concluding 29 July 2010; and

11

The hearings fixed for 31 May, 1 and 2 June 2010 were vacated at the request of those acting for Ms Liu
Yan Yan, to permit her to prepare for and be represented at the substantive hearings.
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(iii)

Mr Zhang Bi Jia was unrepresented and did not appear throughout
the proceedings.

Transcript.
209.

Taylor Reporting Limited provided a transcript of all public hearings.

Acknowledgement.
210.

The Tribunal wishes to thank all those who assisted in the conduct of

these proceedings.
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